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     As we’ve been journeying together this year to see the impact 
you have through Desire Street, we come to new territory! Desire 
Street has added 4 new ministry partners, and we’d like to take 
this time to introduce them to you.
    You might be interested to know that with the addition of 
these four partners, our “family” of leaders now touches the 
whole Southeastern US.
    So as we stand at this scenic overlook point, let me get out of 
the way of your view! (But as your tour guide, I hope you can see 
how your impact is spreading.)

Mountaintop View
 Danny Wuerffel | Executive Director

Discover: 4 New Ministry Partners 
in our Desire Street "Family"

Thank You Friends!
     Every gift to Desire Street is a blessing to us and our ministry 
partners! Special thanks to these friends who impacted leaders in 
under-resourced neighborhoods.
  Chris and Laura Dardaman                 Robie and Gail Robinson
  Kevin and Amy Edmonson                   Richard and Kim Stamper

Warren and Pam Prehmus

“…a threefold cord is not quickly broken.”  Eccl 4:12b

Living and laboring in an under-resourced community 
can take a toll. The daily pressures, traumas, frustrations, and 
setbacks frequently create discouragement and sometimes a sense 
of despair. Many of the men and women who lead ministries in  
under-resourced communities feel like they are out on an island. 
Their calling and location become a lonely foxhole, and sometimes 
they feel like they are fighting for justice alone. 
     Amazingly God has tethered together three unique ministries 
in the English Avenue neighborhood in west Atlanta. First, 
Benjamin Wills is the founder of Peace Preparatory Academy. 
He and his school are seeking to provide hope as well as a quality 
and Christ-centered education to the youth in the community.
     Second, Drew Henley is the pastor at Redeemer Community 
Church. RCC seeks to provide discipleship and a church family for 
the community. In addition they facilitate “Jobs for Life” 
programs for the neighborhood. 
     Third, Matt Maxwell is the founder of Oaks ATL. His ministry 
seeks to renovate dilapidated homes, and to provide high quality 
and affordable housing to the families who send their children to 
Peace Prep. 
     These three men not only serve 
in the same community, but they 
collaborate to holistically address 
many of the needs facing the neigh-
borhood. They have become friends, 
colleagues, and co-laborers. With 
their dynamic relationship, they 
have been able to shoulder tre-
mendous burdens in tandem rather 
than trying to do such herculean 
work alone. Through their various 
missions and foci, they are strategi-
cally addressing some of the more 
challenging issues facing the English Avenue neighborhood. 
     It’s sad but true that sometimes when ministries labor in the same 
neighborhood, they end up becoming competitors rather than  
co-laborers. They feel that their missions are incompatible or
that they have to work against each other for limited funding. 
     In the case of Benjamin, Drew, and Matt that’s not the case. In 
fact, they are working together to help Peace Prep acquire more 
space so it can expand the school. This will also make it possible for 
Drew to relocate his growing congregation. 
     It’s a step forward for Peace Prep—and a step forward for all of 
them. But ultimately, this step forward is a great leap for the  
neighborhood of English Avenue as a whole.

Stronger Together
Ben Sciacca | Ministry Director
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Make a "19th Hole"  
donation by Nov. 1st

and help encourage, equip 
and connect leaders

serving in under-resourced 
neighborhoods

desirestreet.org/desirecup

Ministry to Leaders. 
Leaders Reaching Many!

Charles Lee of That's My Child 

     Charles leads That's My Child 
(www.thatsmychildmgm.org) serving the 
North Montgomery, AL neighborhoods 
of North Pass, Newtown, Chisholm and 
Highland Garden. Currently reaching 
145 youth with arts, entrepreneurship and 
educational programs, That's My Child has 
experienced amazing growth since starting up in 2012  
with around a dozen kids.
     Not only has the ministry's tutoring program tracked 
children's improved report cards and progress reports, but 
Charles tells us that it's very rewarding to see youth who are 
withdrawn be able to open up in the comfortable setting of the 
mentoring program. 

     Charles and 
That's My Child 
make it their mission 
to provide a safe 
place to develop 
talents and skills 
needed to 
become tomorrow's 
productive citizens.

Rebecca Stanley of Blueprint 58

     Blueprint 58's Executive Director 
Rebecca Stanley intentionally started  
small in the Adair Park and Pittsburgh 
neighborhoods of southwest Atlanta, GA. 
But today, they offer sports programs, 
mentoring, summer programs, Bible study, 
community events, a young mother's 

support group, and a scholarship program. The ministry is
reaching 120 kids through programs and 250 neighbors through 
community events.
     Blueprint 58 (www.blueprint58.org) has as its mission to 
empower youth and families in southwest Altanta to grow  
into community leaders through mutually transformational  
relationships. Rebecca enjoys a great, hard-working team at 
Blueprint 58. 
     The ministry has 
bought a great building 
and Rebecca is raising 
funds for a capital  
campaign to renovate 
it into a community 
center before they can 
move in.

Matt Maxwell of OaksATL

     Matt Maxwell heads up OaksATL
(www.oaksatl.com), providing quality and 
affordable housing for families at Peace 
Prep (see story on back) and residents 
of the English Avenue neighborhood of 
Atlanta, GA. The ministry purchases and 
renovates properties in the neighborhood 

for their mission, then offers financial literacy and budgeting 
courses, assistance through housing transitions, and  
opportunities and assistance for neighbors purchasing homes.
     OaksATL currently serves around 40 families and 60 kids. 
And they are developing master planning which includes a  
K-12 school building, a church, housing and community space.
     With 18 units in the neighborhood, Matt is focusing on a  
permanent presence in English 
Avenue, and 
he senses 
God leading 
the ministry 
into a season 
of stability for 
that corner 
of the city of 
Atlanta.

DeSean Dyson of The Redeemer's School

     DeSean Dyson is Head of School at  
The Redeemer's School in Jackson, MS 
(theredeemersschool.org). It serves  
primarily the Broadmoor and Broadmead-
ow neighborhoods in the city of Jackson, 
with 93 children in grades K4 through 4th. 
     DeSean is encouraged by how the  
students love learning about the Bible and the spirit of love 
that has become a defining characteristic of the school. He's 
thankful that God has helped them stay their mission, which is 
to provide quality Christian education with the hope that the 
children would be prepared for both Christian faithfulness and 

civic leadership.
     As someone who has been a 
lifelong resident of Jackson, MS, 
he knows the value of indigenous 
leadership, and how that type of 
connection enables the best 
advocacy. So investing strategically
in the community through 
education allows DeSean and the 
team at The Redeemer's School to 
pour into the lives of children and 
their families.
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